
Chapter 8
Applications of 

Trigonometric Functions



Section 3
The Ellipse



DAY 1



An ellipse is the set of all points P in the plane the sum of whose distances from 
two fixed points, called the foci, is a constant.

Pieces to an ellipse:
center, major axis, foci, vertices, end points of minor axis

Center: midpoint of the line segment joining the foci

Major axis: the length of the longest line segment through the oval shape, it 
contains the center, foci and its end points are the vertices

Vertices: will always share something in common with center; a = the distance 
they are from the center (help to create the oval shape)



Foci: Two points on the major axis inside the oval; share something in common 
with the center and vertices; c = distance they are from the center.

End points of Minor Axis: points that connect the shorter segment of the oval; 
share the opposite piece in common with center from vertices and foci; b = the 
distance they are from center (help to create oval shape)

Important parts of equation:
x & y are both squared and added together, order doesn’t matter
major axis is determined by which variable has the larger # under it; a2

always equals the larger #
the equation must always be equal to 1







Example: (#19 pg. 657)

𝑥2

9
+

𝑦2

25
= 1 (Find the vertices and foci; graph)



Example: (#45 pg. 657)

(x + 5)2 + 4(y – 4)2 = 16



EXIT SLIP



DAY 2



Example: (#33 pg. 657)

Focus (-4, 0); vertices at (±5, 0)



Example: (#37 pg. 657)

Center (0, 0); vertex at (0, 4); b = 1



Example: (#57 pg. 657)

Vertices (4, 3) and (4, 9); focus at (4, 8)



Example: (#59 pg. 657)

Foci at (5, 1) and (-1, 1); length of major axis is 8



EXIT SLIP


